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INTRODUCTION 

 

NARRATIVE REPORT 
CARING FOR GOD’S CREATION WORKSHOP 10 

ABSTRACT 
Workshop 10 which was a complimentary 
event to Caring for Creation project took place 
on 26th July 2018 and turned out to be a great 
success. Participants were very appreciative of 
its structure and content. Many left stirred up 
to start some creation care work with their 
congregations and churches.    
 

Jacqueline Nampijja 
CCLO – ECO    



Caring for God’s Creation is one of the projects at Ecological Christian Organization. It is funded by Nola 

Stewart a passionate Christian environmentalist from Australia. The project hosts an annual Caring for 

God’s Creation Workshop through which the faith/religious leaders are made aware of the state of the 

environment and how they can engage their congregations to care for it. 

This year’s workshop which took place on Thursday 26th July 2018 at Kampala Kolping Hotel was a 

complementary event to ECO's Caring for God's Creation Program that engages, challenges and 

empowers individuals, communities and Faith Based Organizations across Africa about caring for God's 

creations so that their voices and actions towards addressing the critical environmental and climate 

issues are magnified, visualized and reciprocated for sustainable livelihoods and a healthy earth.   

Our objective was to enlighten participants about their obligation and responsibility towards caring for 

God's creation and to solicit their commitment towards raising awareness about caring for God's 

creation in their congregations 

The topics for the workshop were chosen and decided to enable the participants to appreciate that the 

earth and all that is in it belong to the Lord and that they are called to be good and responsible steward 

of this wonderful home that God entrusted to us. These topics; 

1. The Earth – God’s or mans? 

2. Environmental stewardship  

3. Population explosion versus environmental stewardship  

Were presented using two booklets that we developed by Nola Stewart and distributed to participants 

for use during the workshop and later in their various home bible study groups. The books were; 

1. Caring for the Creation – A series of 3 bible studies  
2. Conservation through having Smaller Families 

The workshop received an attendance of 26 Local participants, 1 female intern, 6 international 

participants, 2 representatives from one of the media houses in Kampala, 1 videographer, 1 

photographer and 4 ECO staff 

The workshop which started an hour late because of sudden showers was a great success and was 

appreciated by all the participants. There was a lot of learning and sharing of lessons and experiences. 

We also received commitment of the international participant and more local participant were stirred to 

do more work at their churches. All activities were implemented as planned and workshop ended at 

5pm after the commissioning of the international participants. 

WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 

Workshop began with arrival and registration of participants who started streaming in at 7:45am, 

followed by singing praise and opening he workshop with a prayer.  

 



 
Participant in prayer led by one of the participants 

By 10 am, majority of participants had arrived.  

Before sessions and discussions ensured, the Project Director ECO – Mr. Charles Kabiswa introduced the 

CCLO – ECO Jacqueline Nampijja and also prayed for her to execute her 

duties herein excellently. 

 
Charles making joint prayer for Jacqueline 

 

Charles introducing Jacqueline to participants 

 

Jacqueline went ahead to present to the audience the first bible study – “Let us praise the Lord”.  

Genesis chapter one and two were used as biblical references to portray to the audience that the Earth 

and all that is in it we created by God and given as a home to all of God’s marvelous creation. Isaac ED- 

ECO expounded elaborately on these truths. Bible Study 1 climaxed with the demonstration of RADA.  

     



Above is Jaqueline explaining content in study 1 and participants taking turns to read through Genesis 1 and below is 

demonstration of RADA by Jacqueline and Isaac 

    

The second bible study – “By the power of the Son” commenced with a question about animals and 

their habitats followed by the reading from Mathew 21:33-41. The session wound up with an 

atmosphere of acknowledgement that we have gravely sinned against the environment and we ought to 

repent, turn away from what we have been doing and embrace care for the creation. The participants 

appreciated ECO for proactively engaging them into matters of the environment and enlightening them 

of the pending danger that awaits if no action is taken.     

 

   
Above are participants sharing lessons and experiences during session 2 and ED-Isaac elaborating on some key issues that arose 

during the discussion. 

 

After the second study, meeting broke off for a short tea break which turned into a working tea since we 

had to work through bible study 3. 

             
Participants serving tea and having their tea as they listen to presentation 

 

Jacqueline went on to present the third bible study. The session began with Jacqueline asking the 

participants to identify items and objects in the room that had their origin in nature. To the participants’ 

amazement and surprise approximately 99% of items and object in that room had their origin in nature. 



After the study, the audience was asked for a solution to the big problem of the natural world. The 

audience had a lot to say but the key highlight of the discussion are briefly shared below.  

- The participants emphasized the fact that God had called us to be good stewards and 

that we cannot be good leaders if we have no example to live by. It was noted that there 

is a lot of talk from religious leaders and very little action towards creation care. 

Participants urged each other to talk less but act out what they have learnt about 

creation care so that their work can be reciprocated by those they lead.  

- Participants also suggested that the church should raise its voice at national and 

international level about creation care to influence policy and political decisions. 

- Other submissions included that we should pray earnestly for peoples mindsets and 

hearts to turn towards creation care; church leaders to get informed on critical issues 

such as environment conservation and climatechange through reading and searching for 

information always; they appreciated ECO once more but asked for a trainer of trainers 

workshop to equip religious leaders with the necessary skills to spear head creation care 

campaigns.  

To wind down the bible study series booklet Jacqueline encouraged participants to start up bible study 

classes in their churches, homes and with various Groups. ED- Isaac mentioned that the bible study 

series was a booklet that the project donor Nola Stewart had developed the material and provided it for 

use in the workshops. The meeting then broke off for lunch where everyone was served to a sumptuous 

buffet. 

 

      
Participant having lunch 

 

After lunch meeting convened with the presentation on “Conservation through having smaller families” 

using a booklet and discussion guide that were provided by Nola Stewart the Donor. It raised mixed 

reactions from the audience where some of the participants concurred that smaller families would be a 

means to creation care whereas majority were opposed to the idea.  It was however emphasized by 

both Jacqueline and ED – Isaac that though this motion is very controversial globally, and also 

controversial culturally, socially, spiritually, economically and personally, yet we cannot overlook it 

considering the diminishing resources due to our consumption and  improved standard of living that 

continues to demand enormously from the environment. 

 



   
 

ED - Isaac took the participants through the painting session.  The participants were asked to illustrate 

through a drawing their understanding of nature in view of what had been discussed throughout the 

day.  

      
 

The workshop closed with introducing the international participants and their commissioning to start 

creation care work in their countries and closing remarks from ED – Isaac, who encouraged participants 

to engage aggressively in creation care work and re - echoed out to the participants important lessons 

we obtained from the various sessions. 

                        
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

 

The workshop was well attended and below is a figure indicating distribution of participants by gender. 

 

We set out to discuss through 2 booklets and also engage our participants in a hands on activity to lelp 

them understand what we had discussed and our objective was successfully realised. And workshop was 

closed by 4 Oclock 

 

 
 

We  had planned to have a more participatory workshop and we also successfully achieved within te 

time alotted per each session. 

                                                 
 

 

 

 

 

Distribution of Participants by 
Gender 

Female Male



 

The participants provided feedback about the workshop, presented below graphically.  

 

 
 

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSSION 

There were several recommendations drawn from the presentations and discussions and these were; 

1. Translated all workshop Materials into local languages (for Uganda – into Luganda, Kenya-into 

Swahili, Tanzania into Swahili and Rwanda into Kinyawanda and French).  

2. Develop a trainer of trainer’s workshop manual 

3. Increase time of workshop from a one day event to a 3 – 4 day event 

The workshop was a great success which was also greatly appreciated by all the participants who shared 

that they had learnt a lot and were ready to engage their congregations about creation care. The 

following contributed greatly to success of workshop; Nola Stewart the project Donor who also provided 

the materials we used, Isaac Kabongo and Charles Kabiswa of ECO whose guidance and support 

provided an environment for success and Abraham Amanya and Martha Baganzi who worked tirelessly 

alongside the CCLO –Jacqueline to achieve the success that was registered. 
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